[The experience of application of target sequencing in molecular diagnostic of mucoviscidosis.]
The mucoviscidosis is one of frequent monogenic diseases. In Russia, in case of mucoviscidosis carrying out of DNA-diagnostic is optional. However, its application permits shortening time of diagnosing, increasing efficiency of of therapeutic treatment and preventing secondary manifestation of disease in family. The DNA-diagnostic using panels on frequent mutations in gene CFTR is recommended in cases of uncertain clinical picture and under borderline values of specific laboratory indices. In Russia, application of such panels permit detecting up to 90% of pathological alleles in gene CFTR. To detect more rare alleles the Sanger sequencing is traditionally applied. Lately, highly productive sequencing techniques became available to detect rare mutations. The actual article presents evaluation of efficiency of application of test-system based on technology of target sequencing for detecting mutations unidentified at primary DNA-diagnostic. Besides, in two patients with mucoviscidosis the application of highly productive sequencing techniques permitted to identify previously unknown nonsense mutations Q1038X (c.3112C>T) и W1310X (c.3930G>A).